**Specifications Table**TableSubject areaComputational ChemistryMore specific subject areaQuantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) modelingType of dataTable, figureHow data was acquiredStatistical modeling and online databasesData formatRaw and analyzedExperimental factorsThe whole dataset consists of 548 σ~2~ receptor selective ligands which were randomly split and divided into training, invisible training, calibration, and validation sets.Experimental featuresThe QSAR models have been developed using CORAL software. Chemical structure descriptors and p*K*~i~ were used as variables.Data source locationDepartment of Drug Sciences, Department of Chemical Sciences, Department of Mathematics and Computer Sciences, University of Catania, ItalyData accessibilityWith this article

**Value of the data**•The σ~2~ receptor is an important target overexpressed in several tumor cell lines and its ligands are currently under clinical evaluation as radiotracers and fluorescence agents.•QSAR modeling data was generated to provide a method useful in finding or repurposing novel σ~2~ receptor ligands.•The model has also been used to predict the σ~2~ receptor p*K*~i~ for the FDA-approved drugs.

1. Data {#s0005}
=======

The sigma-2 (σ~2~) receptor is a peculiar target overexpressed in several tumor cell lines and its ligands are actually under clinical evaluation as positron emission tomography radiotracer and as fluorescence imaging agents [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3]. Few selective ligands have been found for the σ~2~ receptor and in some cases, their finding occurred through an accidental discovery [@bib1], [@bib4]. Data here reported provide information about a set of σ~2~ receptor ligands, taken from the Sigma-2 Receptor Selective Ligands Database (S2RSLDB), and selective over σ~1~ receptor, together with their p*K*~i~ (--log*K*~i~) [@bib5]. These latter have been used in building up the first hybrid QSAR model embracing the all set of known σ~2~ receptor selective ligands [@bib6]. The model has also been used to predict the σ~2~ receptor p*K*~i~ for the Food and Drug Administration approved drugs. These latter predicted σ~2~ receptor p*K*~i~ data are also here reported.

2. Experimental design, materials and methods {#s0010}
=============================================

2.1. Dataset preparation {#s0015}
------------------------

The dataset consists of 548 σ~2~ receptor selective ligands which were randomly split three times and then divided into training (209 compounds), invisible training (209 compounds), calibration (65 compounds) sets for model development and a validation set (65 compounds) for invisible model validation. The three splits and four sets have been randomly generated, and their p*K*~i~ minimum, maximum and middle are reported in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Analysis of biological endpoint for hybrid models split 1 (p*K*~i~).Table 1**SplitSetMinMaxMiddle**Split 1Sub-training5.499.687.58Calibration5.2811.217.49Test5.7510.277.74Validation5.1110.397.61Split 2Sub-training5.1510.397.56Calibration5.2811.217.48Test5.449.487.72Validation5.119.647.73Split 3Sub-training5.4910.397.58Calibration5.1111.217.57Test5.879.257.46Validation5.759.557.63

2.2. QSAR model development {#s0020}
---------------------------

QSAR models have been developed with the use of the software CORAL [@bib7]. Once the splits and sets were determined, nine models were developed and statistical quality recorded. Differences of these models consist in the way molecular structures have been depicted the software. Thus, in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} regressions for the σ~2~ receptor p*K*~i~ models using SMILES, molecular graphs and hybrid descriptors (SMILES and graph together) are reported. While in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} is reported the statistical quality of models of the σ~2~ receptor p*K*~i~.Table 2Regression for the σ~2~ receptor p*K*~i~ models with CORAL.Table 2**ModelSplitRegression equationHybrid**Split 1pKi_σ2=3.5937472(±0.0139734)+0.0352642(±0.0001213)\*DCW(0,16)Split 2pKi_σ2=-0.0004350(±0.0186857)+0.0669362(±0.0001660)\*DCW(1,28)Split 3pKi_σ2=2.3676460(±0.0172891)+0.0412001(±0.0001328) \*DCW(0,18)**SMILES**Split 1pKi_σ2=5.7680429(±0.0082114)+0.0679366(±0.0002918)\*DCW(1,15)Split 2pKi_σ2=5.2628160(±0.0099547)+0.0772202(±0.0003166)\*DCW(1,15)Split 3pKi_σ2=5.6659516(±0.0085196)+0.0672643(±0.0002911)\*DCW(1,15)**Graph**Split 1pKi_σ2=4.8227545(±0.0123932)+0.0523695(±0.0002307)\*DCW(0,18)Split 2pKi_σ2=5.7198837(±0.0113859)+0.0328674(±0.0001962)\*DCW(3,14)Split 3pKi_σ2=5.2942263(±0.0123925)+0.0367420(±0.0001880)\*DCW(3,16)Table 3Statistical quality of models of the σ~2~ receptor p*K*~i~.Table 3**ModelSplitSet*****T***^**\***^***N***^**\***^***n****r***^**2**^***q***^**2**^***s****F***~**calc**~***F***~(0.05,1,n--2)~***p*****-ValueHybrid**Split 1Sub-training0162090.64750.64090.502380253.700.041Calibration2090.64750.63990.547380253.700.041Test650.74630.72530.440185252.300.058Validation650.79900.444254252.300.049Split 2Sub-training1292090.76590.76170.435677253.700.031Calibration2090.73640.73170.464578253.700.033Test650.76720.75220.497208252.300.055Validation650.75590.478195252.300.057Split 3Sub-training0182090.70870.70280.473503253.700.036Calibration2090.71170.70680.560511253.700.035Test650.77550.75950.345218252.300.054Validation650.76070.393200252.300.056**SMILES**Split 1Sub-training1152090.52730.51870.582231253.700.052Calibration2090.52890.51850.622232253.700.052Test650.56310.53080.57881252.300.088Validation650.68420.555136252.300.068Split 2Sub-training1152090.55700.54890.598260253.700.050Calibration2090.54270.53300.619246253.700.051Test650.59560.55690.61893252.300.082Validation650.69460.496143252.300.066Split 3Sub-training0172090.57660.56810.570282253.700.047Calibration2090.57580.56780.666281253.700.048Test650.46790.43510.51655252.300.107Validation650.58580.52689252.300.084**Graph**Split 1Sub-training0182090.50580.49690.595212253.700.055Calibration2090.49630.48520.645204253.700.056Test650.59190.53340.56591252.300.083Validation650.58040.65287252.300.085Split 2Sub-training3142090.41940.40760.684150253.700.065Calibration2090.42890.41630.690155253.700.064Test650.66980.64800.503128252.300.070Validation650.59890.52794252.300.082Split 3Sub-training3162090.49660.48640.621204253.700.056Calibration2090.49570.48640.697203253.700.056Test650.41980.38040.54246252.300.117Validation650.43580.60849252.300.113[^1]

2.3. QSAR model settings for the best model \[hybrid model split 1\] {#s0025}
--------------------------------------------------------------------
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2.4. QSAR Hybrid model split 1 validation {#s0030}
-----------------------------------------
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[^1]: *T*^\*^ and *N*^\*^ are preferable values for the threshold and the number of epochs, respectively; n is the number of compounds in the set; r^2^ is the correlation coefficient; q^2^ is the cross-validated correlation coefficient; s is the root-mean-square error; F is the Fisher F ratio; F~(0.05,1,n--2)~ is the 0.05-quantile of the Fisher׳s distribution F~(1,n--2)~; *p*-value is the Fisher test׳s significance level.
